Down

1. Big military vehicle used to fight fires for the Department of Forestry with 250 gallons of water on board.
2. Can you find the VMT's specialized locomotive for assembling trains by moving railroad cars?
3. The extinct Piedmont Airline logo
4. We used to see them at the end of every train, now the best place to see one is at the VMT.
5. Popular entertainment with death defying stunts on airplanes
6. A two person maintenance vehicle that pivots like a seesaw for power.
7. Visit the 611 and 1218 powerful steam ___________ at the VMT.
8. The VMT Model ________ has over 600 feet of tracks!

Across

4. The Detroit Model 42 is an ________ car powered by a rechargeable battery.
7. A ________ automobile found in the VMT Auto Gallery
9. A ________ used to carry this beautiful woven gondola high into the sky.
12. We love things that GO!
13. Several ships in the VMT collection are named for our hometown.
14. This useful boat isn't needed in the Roanoke River but helps big ships navigate the Chesapeake Bay.
15. One beetle we love here at the VMT!
16. Come see the Jupiter ________ standing high above the VMT by the 2nd Street Bridge.
17. When you are at the VMT, you can see lions, tigers and bears...but all are very small in this amazing model!
18. We have giant ones to pull trains and smaller ones to fly airplanes....
19. The Prairie Schooner and the Studebaker Half-Platform are ________ found at the VMT.